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Abstract
Distributed Hash Table-based overlays are widely used to support efficient information routing and storage in structured peer-
to-peer networks, but they are also subject to numerous attacks aimed at disrupting their correct functioning. In this paper we
analyze the impact of the Eclipse attack on a Chord-based overlay in terms of number of key lookups intercepted by a collusion
of malicious nodes. We propose a detection algorithm for the individuation of ongoing attacks to the Chord network, relying on
features that can be independently estimated by each network peer, which are given as input to a C4.5-based binary classifier.
Moreover, we propose some modifications to the Chord routing protocol in order to mitigate the effects of such attacks. The
countermeasures can operate in a distributed fashion or assume the presence of a centralized trusted entity and introduce a limited
traffic overhead. The effectiveness of the proposed mitigation techniques has been shown through numerical results.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Self-organizing Distributed Hash Table-based (DHT) overlays such as Chord [1], CAN [2], Tapestry [3], and Pastry [4]
enable scalable information routing in peer-to-peer (P2P) distributed networks, supporting a wide range of applications, from
content distribution and file-sharing to decentralized network services.
Unfortunately, given the relative ease for a node in obtaining a membership to the overlays, such networks are prone to a
variety of attacks which can be performed by a collusion of malicious nodes controlled by a single adversary, aimed at altering
the routing and/or the content of the messages. Among those, the Sybil [5] and Eclipse [6] attacks have received particular
attention by the research community, due to their disruptive effects.
The Sybil attack exploits the fact that the nodes joining the network are not required to provide any reputation guarantees
and the security checks on their identities are usually very loose or even absent. Therefore, a single physical entity can easily
obtain multiple logical identities and thus create a set of colluded nodes which control a considerable fraction of the keys
stored in the network.
Though the Sybil attack is not specific to DHTs, it has been widely investigated in the last decade, since it can be used
to subvert the protocol and by mounting other categories of security attacks, including the Eclipse attack. In this attack, the
collusion of corrupted nodes performs routing table poisoning by providing to their neighbors only malicious references. If
most of the entries in the routing table of an honest node are malicious, then almost all the communication flows originating
from that node can be intercepted by the collusion of dishonest nodes, thus “eclipsing” the rest of the network.
The Eclipse attack can be in turn exploited to amplify the effect of other attacks, e.g. routing and storage attacks [6].
Numerous countermeasures to mitigate the effect of such attacks have been proposed in the recent literature (see [7] for
an overview), but most of them have the drawback of limiting the scalability of the system or of introducing centralized
certification/authentication mechanisms, thus distorting the intrinsically distributed nature of P2P networks.
In this paper, we analyze the impact of the Eclipse attack on a Chord- based DHT overlay and propose a a detection
algorithm which relies on the properties of consistent hashing in order to individuate whether the network is experiencing a
tentative of attack. Moreover, we discuss two mitigation techniques which can be triggered by the detection algorithm to limit
the effects of Eclipse and ensure the correct functioning of the under-attack overlay, though with reduced performance.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II provides an overall view about cyber-attacks to P2P overlays,
while Section III recalls some basic notions about the Chord protocol. A detailed description of the Eclipse attacker model in
Chord overlays is provided in Section IV. Section V presents our proposed detection technique, while the set of countermeasures
is discussed in Section VI. The effectiveness of our detection and mitigation methods is evaluated in Section VII through
numerical results. The paper is concluded in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
Various methods to counteract the effects of the Sybil and Eclipse attacks to DHT based overlays have been proposed
in the recent literature: for a comprehensive overview, the reader is referred to [7]. For what concerns the Sybil attack, its
identification has gained particular attention in several contexts, ranging from P2PSIP RELOAD protocol [8] to mobile ad-hoc
sensor networks: the authors of [9] define an analytical model to compute the number of random node-IDs that an attacker
would need to generate in order to achieve a given probability of success in preventing a targeted resource from being accessed
by any user of a Chord DHT, by replacing all the replica nodes that store it with sybils. Paper [10] proposes a taxonomy
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by the attacker, as well as according to the temporal evolution and the goals of the attack. That work also proposes two
techniques to validate the identities of the overlay peers, relying on radio resource testing and on random key pre-distribution
respectively, which require the collaboration of multiple nodes. Conversely, our proposed detection and mitigation solutions
can be independently applied by each network node.
Similarly, paper [11] proposes to secure the assignment of the node identifiers by relying on centralized certification
authorities, which ensure that the node IDs are randomly assigned with uniform distribution on the ID space and bounded to
the IP address of the nodes. This prevents an attacker from impersonating multiple identities strategically placed along the
ring, in order to gain control on a wide fraction of the network, and avoids ID swapping among the malicious nodes. The
drawback of this solution is that it limits the scalability of the system. Therefore, the authors propose an alternative distributed
technique aimed at limiting the rate at which the identifiers can be obtained by the nodes joining the Chord ring: in order to
obtain an identifier, the node must solve a computationally demanding crypto-puzzle. Variations on the crypto-puzzle approach
have been investigated also by [12] and [13].
A distributed registration procedure has been proposed in [14], which relies on registration nodes that list the node IDs
associated to the same IP address and reject new joins if it the number of IDs per IP address exceeds a threshold. The authors
also propose some metrics to quantify the impact of the Sybil attack.
Other countermeasures rely on trusted third parties [15], network coordinates (such as the hop-count distance) [16], or
on social information obtained through social networks [17], [18] to individuate and exclude malicious nodes. Our proposed
mitigation techniques rely on the assumption that the Chord IDs are randomly assigned, though assuming that a single attacker
can control a collusion of multiple malicious nodes.
Paper [19] describes a Passive Ad-Hoc Sybil Identity Detection (PASID) mechanism in the context of mobile networks,
which exploits proximity information among the nodes. The proposed algorithm requires only passive tests autonomously
performed by each peer by monitoring the received messages over a certain time interval. Our detection solution is based on
the same design approach.
For what concerns the detection of the Eclipse attack, the authors of [20] present a set of heuristics aimed at evaluating
the susceptibility to localized Eclipse attacks of various DHT overlays based on their topology characteristics and routing
mechanisms.
Among the possible defenses against Eclipse, [11] suggests to combine the countermeasures to the Sybil attack with replicating
the keys on multiple nodes, thus adding redundancy to the system and allowing the usage of multiple routes to reach the key
requested with the query routine, as well as routing failure tests to identify which routes have been altered by malicious nodes.
The usage of redundant routing tables has been proposed also by [21] and associated to periodic churn induction [22]. However,
this approach introduces a significant communication overhead: our proposed countermeasures do not require any additional
message exchange or introduce a limited message overhead.
The crypto-puzzle approach is used also in [23] as countermeasure to the Eclipse attack: the proposed ID generation method
does not require a centralized certification server and induces a limited churn.
Paper [24] proposes the combination of distributed anonymous auditing of the connectivity of the neighboring nodes with
a degree bounding mechanism, in order to individuate nodes having excessively high in-degree and to remove them from the
routing tables. We also propose a distributed method to identify and remove polluted entries from the nodes’ successor lists.
III. BACKGROUND
In this Section we provide a short overview on the Chord protocol, which provides efficient location of data items in a
distributed network by identifying the items through a key and assigning the keys to one of the nodes using consistent hashing.
More in detail, each node and key is associated to an m-bit identifier through a hash function such as SHA-1 [25], which takes
as input the node’s IP address and the key itself, respectively. The identifiers are ordered along a circle of numbers modulo
2m and the k-th key is assigned to the first node whose identifier is equal or follows the identifier of k along the circle. Such
node is referred to as the successor node of key k. Every time a new node n joins the network, some of the keys previously
assigned to n’s successor are reassigned to n, according to the values of their identifiers. Conversely, when a node leaves the
network, all its keys are reassigned to its successor.
The key lookup procedure can be implemented in a distributed fashion by relying on a routing table named finger table and
maintained by each node n, where the i-th entry contains the identifier of the successor of ID(n) + 2i 1. A node looking for
key k consults its finger table and contacts the node whose identifier most closely precedes the identifier of k by means of
Algorithms 1 and 2, defined in [1]. In turn, the targeted node repeats the same operation, thus creating a recursive mechanism,
until the node responsible for the key k is reached. Paper [1] proves that the lookup procedure involves O(logN) nodes, where
N is the total number of nodes of the Chord ring.
To increase robustness to node failures, each node also maintains a successor list, where it stores the identifiers of its l
nearest successors on the ring (where l is a system parameter): in case the node notices that its successor has failed, it replaces
the failed node with the first live entry in the list.
3Algorithm 1 n.find successor(ID)
1: if ID 2 (n; successor] then
2: return successor
3: else
4: n0 = closest preceeding node(ID)
5: end if
6: return n0:find successor(ID)
Algorithm 2 n.closest preceding node(ID)
1: for i = m downto 1 do





In the remainder of the paper, the set of nodes whose identifiers are stored in the finger table and successor list of the n-th
node will be referred to as the neighborhood of node n.
In order to ensure the correctness of the information contained in the finger tables and successor lists, Chord supports
stabilization and fix finger procedures, which periodically update the entries adapting to the actual joining nodes and network
structure. For further details, the reader is referred to [1].
IV. ATTACKER MODEL AND SECURITY DEFINITION
A. Attacker Model
In this paper we consider the Eclipse [6] attacker model, assuming that:
 the attacker controls a fraction f of the network peers;
 the attacker communicates out-of-band with all the colluded nodes, possibly providing them with auxiliary information;
 Chord IDs are obtained from node network addresses by using a cryptographically secure hash function, therefore the
attacker has no control on the choice of the Chord IDs assigned to the corrupted nodes. Further, the Chord IDs of the
malicious nodes can be assumed to be uniformly distributed along the ID space;
 malicious nodes cannot send messages with a spoofed source address (and thus with a forged Chord ID).
The malicious nodes behave according to a dishonest model, i.e. they do not always adhere to the protocol specifications but
introduce modifications in the execution of the protocol routines. In particular, the find_successor(x) algorithm always
returns the ID of the first malicious node following ID x in the Chord ring. What the malicious node does when it receives
a query to obtain the data item associated to ID x depends on the application and on the specific attack: the malicious node
could for example ignore the query request or provide altered data. Since our mitigation techniques are agnostic with respect
to the specifications of the application layer, we do not make any assumption regarding the behavioral model of the attacker
during the data retrieval phase. In the rest of the paper, the probability that a query is captured by a malicious node will be
considered a key indicator of the effectiveness of the attack or of the countermeasure.
B. Security Definition
In the remainder of the paper, we assume that the security level achieved by the Chord-based overlay is quantified by
means of the percentage of keys Kc which are captured by a collusion of malicious nodes. Therefore, the effectiveness of the
countermeasures presented in Section VI will be evaluated in Section VII by means of such metric.
V. THE PROPOSED DETECTION TECHNIQUE
This section describes a distributed detection technique for the Eclipse attack. The underlying principle is that an honest
node should be able to detect the attack by monitoring a set of parameters extracted from its finger table and successor list.
A. The Detection Algorithm
We assume that time is divided in intervals of finite duration T . At the end of every interval r, each honest node independently
evaluates a set of input parameters (which will be referred to as features and enumerated in section V-B) and updates a feature
vector, which contains a moving average of each parameter, computed over the lastW intervals. Such sliding window mechanism
is aimed at smoothing the impact of abrupt fluctuations in the trend of the considered parameters. The feature vector is given
4Fig. 1: The Finger Table Length, Finger Distance and Successor Distance features
as input to the detection algorithm, which returns a binary output (attack / no attack). The detection is realized by means of a
supervised machine learning algorithm: the classifier models the binary classification problem using a set of training samples
of features obtained by simulating a network both in presence and absence of attack. For the purpose of this paper, we use the
machine learning C4.5 algorithm [26], which performs classification by building a decisional tree based on the training set. In
case an attempt of attack is identified, the countermeasures described in Section VI are triggered.
B. Features Definition
We now list the set of identified features: ideally, such parameters should be sensitive to the presence of malicious nodes in
the overlay, while showing a negligible dependency on the total number of nodes in the overlay, N . In Section VII, we will
show through numerical results that the proposed features exhibit a significantly different trend in presence or absence of the
Eclipse attack and a mild dependency on N .








where Knr is the set of key lookup answers received by the n-th node during the r-th interval and the Responce Distance
dkr = successor(ID(k))  ID(k) mod 2m
is the difference modulo 2m of the IDs of the successor of the requested key and of the key itself, respectively. It has been
shown in [27] that if the identifiers of the nodes are uniformly distributed along the Chord ring, the distance between any two
nodes can be modeled as a random variable X with geometric distribution and mean  = 2m=N . Let Dkr be a random variable
indicating the Response Distance attribute: thanks to the memoryless property of X , the same considerations hold for the
distance between a randomly chosen point ID(k) along the Chord ring and its successor successor(ID(k)) [27]. Therefore,
in normal network conditions, E[Dkr ] = . Since the RD feature is the arithmetic mean of jKnr j i.i.d. random variables
distributed as X , E[RDn(r)] = E[Dkr ] = . Conversely, in presence of the Eclipse attack, assuming that the malicious nodes
are also uniformly distributed along the ring, the fraction of keys captured by malicious nodes exhibits a higher Response
Distance, therefore E[RDn(r)]  .
b) Finger Table Length: This feature is indicated as ftlnr and defined as the number of distinct entries of the finger table
of node n (see Fig. 1), evaluated at the r-th time interval. In normal network conditions, ftlnr shows a O(logN) dependency on
the number of peers [1], but it is expected to decrease in presence of the Eclipse attack, since a polluted finger table contains
the identifiers of a subset of the malicious nodes, which usually has a low cardinality.
c) Average Finger Distance: This feature computes the distance between the start values of the finger list and their










where, as shown in Fig. 1, the Finger Distance
d
i
r = successor(ID(n) + 2
i 1)  (ID(n) + 2i 1) mod 2m
5is the distance modulo 2m between the i-th start value of the finger table (defined as ID(n) + 2i 1 mod 2m) and its respective
successor at interval r, and
Enr = f1g [ fj 2 f2; :::;mg such that successor(ID(n) + 2j 1) 6= successor(ID(n) + 2i 2)g
Note that jEnr j = ftlnr . Analogously to the RD feature, in normal network conditions E[FDn(r)] = .







where Qnr is the number of query messages received by the n-th node during the r-th interval and the Hop Count h
i
r is the
path length (expressed in number of hops) for th i-th query message at interval r. We assume that the value of hir is included
in the Chord query message. The number of hops between a node originating a query for the k-th key and the successor of
k normally exhibits a logarithmic dependency on N : the authors of [1] show through numerical results that the average path
length between two randomly chosen nodes is about ~h = 1=2 log2N . During the Eclipse attack, the hop count experiences
a decrease due to the dishonest behavior of the malicious nodes, which impersonate the successor of every key query they
receive.
e) Average Successor Distance: This feature evaluates the average distance among two consecutive entries of the nodes’








where l is the number of entries of the successor list and, as shown in Fig. 1, the Successor Distance
~dir = successor list[i+ 1]  successor list[i] mod 2m
is the distance modulo 2m between the i-th and (i + 1)-th entries of the successor list. Similarly to the RD feature, such
distance is modeled by the aforementioned random variable X and is expected to increase in presence of malicious nodes.
Therefore, if no attack takes place, E[SDn(r)] = , and E[SDn(r)]   otherwise.
VI. COUNTERMEASURES
In this Section we propose two countermeasures to mitigate the effects of the Eclipse attack. Such countermeasures operate
in two different phases of the Chord protocol, namely the construction procedure of the nodes’ finger table and successor list
and the message forwarding during the key lookup routine. Both techniques are aimed at improving the knowledge of the
honest nodes about the network topology according to the following approaches:
 building an auxiliary local list of node identifiers which can integrate the node’s finger table and successor list;
 purging the node’s successor list form the entries sent by the malicious nodes, in order to isolate them during the execution
of the protocol.
Moreover, our proposed techniques can be categorized as follows:
 countermeasures which do not require any modification of the standard Chord protocol;
 countermeasures which modify the standard protocol by introducing additional information exchanges.
A. Auxiliary Node List
The basic idea is to provide to each honest node an auxiliary list of IDs of other peers, which can be used to integrate both
the local finger table and successor list, as shown in Algorithm 3. The Algorithm works assuming that the IDs in the auxiliary
list are stored in ascending order and supposes that the successor list lookup (line 4) and the finger table lookup (lines 5-7)
are implemented as within the OMNET++/OverSim framework [28], [29]. Moreover, the Algorithm introduces the auxiliary
node list lookup (lines 8-10). If at least a certain amount of entries of the auxiliary list are IDs of honest nodes, the effects
of the routing pollution performed by the malicious nodes, which always provide false routing information when contacted by
the honest nodes during the find successor process, can be limited. We propose the following three approaches to generate the
auxiliary node list.
1) Centralized approach: It assumes the presence of an external trusted node which has full knowledge of the network
topology and periodically communicates to each node w peers’ identifiers, obtained by random sampling of the whole list of
identifiers of the nodes currently joining the Chord ring. Neglecting the communication overhead due to the notifications of
joins and leaves to the external node, the size of a message containing the auxiliary list destined to the peers is w m bits.
The drawback of this approach is that it requires a centralized infrastructure, which might limit the scalability of the P2P
network.
6Algorithm 3 n.modified find successor(ID)
1: if ID 2 (n; successor] then
2: return successor
3: else
4: n0 = successor list:closest preceeding node(ID) // successor list lookup
5: if finger table:closest preceeding node(ID) 2 (n0; ID) then
6: n0 = finger table:closest preceeding node(ID) // finger table lookup
7: end if
8: if auxiliary table:closest preceeding node(ID) 2 (n0; ID) then
9: n0 = auxiliary table:closest preceeding node(ID) // auxiliary table lookup
10: end if
11: end if
12: return n0:find successor(ID)
Algorithm 4 n.estimate 
1: SDn1 (r) successor(ID(n))  ID(n)
2: for j = 2 to l do
3: ~djr  successor list[j]  successor list[j   1]
4: if ~djr > z  SDnj 1(r) then
5: return SDnj 1(r)
6: end if
7: SDnj (r) j 1j SDnj 1(r) + 1j ~djr
8: end for
9: return SDnl (r)
2) Distributed non interactive approach: The auxiliary table can be built relying exclusively on local information as follows.
Every honest node n independently stores in the auxiliary list the identifier of the source node of each key lookup message it
receives.
This solution has the advantage of not requiring any additional information exchange among the nodes other than the standard
Chord procedures.
3) Distributed interactive approach: Periodically, the n-th honest node sends to each node belonging to its neighborhood a
neighborhood request message. If the contacted node is honest, it answers sending the list of identifiers of its own neighbors,
which node n uses to fill its auxiliary table.
Since a node neighborhood comprehends the finger table entries (which are on average logN ) and the l successor list entries,
the average size of a neighborhood response message can be computed as (logN + l) m bits.
Note that the neighbor request/response messages are not included in the standard Chord protocol, thus the corresponding
routines must be defined accordingly. The drawback of this solution is that the neighborhood exchange among the nodes
introduces an additional traffic overhead.
B. Elimination of Far Successors
Differently from the previous countermeasure, this technique is aimed at identifying and eliminating the malicious entries
contained in the local successor list, without introducing any communication overhead.
The main idea is than malicious nodes exclusively distribute routing information about other malicious nodes, therefore the
distance among two consecutive malicious entries of the successor list is expected to be higher than in the case of honest
nodes. It follows that a large distance between entries in the successor list is a strong indication that these successors may be
malicious.
The countermeasure operates as follows: every honest node independently computes the distance between every pair of
subsequent nodes i and i + 1 in the successor list. When such a distance is larger than h, where  is the average distance
and h is an empirical factor, the (i+ 1)-th node is classified as malicious and the corresponding entry is eliminated from the
successor list. For a discussion about the tuning of h, the reader is referred to Section VII.
We observe that  = 2m=N depends on the total number of peers N , which is not known to the network nodes unless it
is provided by a centralized entity. Therefore, in a distributed scenario, an estimate ^n must be autonomously calculated by
each peer. To do so, the n-th node executes Algorithm 4. The node relies on its successor list and evaluates the Successor
Distance ~dir at every time interval r for each pair of consecutive IDs stored in the list, starting from the first entry (j = 1),
7TABLE I: Simulation parameters
Total simulation time 5500 s
Query generation rate 0:2 queries/s
Successor list size 16 entries
Fix finger interval 100 s
Stabilize interval 20 s





If the network is not subject to an attack, then the estimate SDnl (r) calculated over all the nodes in the successor list is a
good estimator of the average distance between subsequent nodes. However, the successor list might be polluted by malicious
entries. In that case, all the entries following a malicious one are also likely to be malicious, since a colluded node provides
routing information pointing exclusively to other colluded nodes. Under the assumption that the malicious nodes are uniformly
distributed along the Chord ring, the average distance among two consecutive malicious nodes will be higher than . We
consider two cases. If for all nodes 2  j  l, the inequality ~djr  z SDnj 1(r) holds, then an estimate for ^n(r) is SDnl (r).
Otherwise, calling j^ the first successor for which ~djr > z SDnj 1(r), the estimation procedure yields ^n(r) = SDnj^ 1(r). The
parameter z is a tuning factor which defines the sensitivity of the estimation mechanism. In order to smooth out fluctuations in
the estimate due to churn and stabilization events, the running estimate ^n is calculated by averaging the estimations for the
W previous rounds, exploiting the same sliding window mechanism discussed in Section V. An evaluation of the effectiveness
of this algorithm is provided in Section VII.
VII. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
In this section, we evaluate the impact of the Eclipse attack on the Chord protocol and the performance of our proposed
detection and mitigation techniques. For this purpose, the C4.5-based detection algorithm has been implemented relying
on the WEKA data mining software [30], while the attack and the countermeasures have been implemented within the
OMNET++/OverSim framework with the parameters reported in Table I under the following assumptions regarding the
behavioral model of the malicious nodes:
 a key lookup procedure is never initiated by a malicious node;
 malicious nodes ignore all the key lookup messages they receive.
A. Detection Phase
Figure 2 depicts the trend of the averaged features described in Section V for different amounts of Chord peers, assuming
W = 10 and T = 200s, and compares them with their analytic estimations. In all the considered scenarios, the difference in
the values of the features between in presence/absence of attack is significant and, especially for medium to high values of N ,
their dependence on the number of network peers is mild. Moreover, in case of normal network conditions, results perfectly
match the analytic estimations.
The C4.5-based detection algorithm has been evaluated over a data trace of almost 50,000 instances (with N ranging from
100 to 10,000, which we believe includes the sizes of most of real DHT overlay deployments, and 0  f  0:05) by means
of a 10-fold cross-validation. Results provided a True Positive Rate of 99:78% (defined as the percentage of instances with
ongoing attack correctly identified), a True Negative Rate of 99:77% (defined as the percentage of instances with normal
network conditions correctly identified) a False Discovery Rate of 0:25% (defined as the percentage of incorrectly classified
instances, among all the instances with ongoing attacks), and an overall Accuracy of 99:775% (defined as the overall percentage
of instances correctly classified) showing that the selected features make it possible to correctly individuate an ongoing Eclipse
attack with very high probability.
B. Mitigation Phase
We now discuss the performance of our proposed countermeasures. Figure 3 plots the trend of the percentage of captured
keys, Kc, as a function of the fraction of colluded nodes, f , for various values of the overall number of nodes, N , ranging
from 100 to 1000. Results show that such percentage increases superlinearly with f : even with a small fraction of malicious
nodes, Kc is very high and closely approaches 100% in case of large networks.
Figure 4 shows the impact of the length of the auxiliary node list, w (ranging from 0 to a fraction of 1/5 of the total number
of nodes N ), on the effectiveness of the Auxiliary Node List defense: even if the number of entries of such tables is limited
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Fig. 2: Dependence of the detection features on the number of peers, N , in absence/presence of malicious nodes.  indicates
the analytic average distance among two consecutive nodes and ~h the analytic average hop count of a query, both evaluated
in normal network conditions
Fig. 3: Percentage of captured keys, Kc, versus the fraction of malicious nodes, f , for various numbers of peers.
(e.g. w = N=50, which we believe does not hinder scalability even in large overlays), Kc drops significantly, especially for
low f .
For the Elimination of Far Successors countermeasure, Figure 5 plots the distribution of the relative error in the estimation of
, defined as e = (b )=, over more than 10,000 instances in three different attack scenarios, for z = 5. The right long tail
visible in all distributions is due to the effect of pollution caused by the malicious nodes. Further, the tuning of the parameter
h has been performed empirically, by evaluating Kc for different values of N and h, concluding that the effectiveness of the
countermeasure is only marginally affected by the value of h, which can be chosen without need of a fine grained tuning. In
9Fig. 4: Percentage of captured keys, Kc, versus the fraction of malicious nodes, f , for various sizes of the auxiliary node list,
w, assuming N = 1000.
the remainder of the Section, if not differently stated, we set h = 1:2.
Finally, Figure 6 compares the percentage of captured keys in presence of the Eclipse attack in case no countermeasure is
used to the values of Kc obtained by applying each of the three distributed mitigation techniques independently, and then by
combining all of them (the Auxiliary Node List centralized approach is considered as benchmark), for different values of N .
The size of the auxiliary node list has been set to w = N=50. The Figure shows that the reduction of Kc obtained through
each single distributed countermeasure is mild, but combining all the distributed approaches leads to a considerable decrease
of the percentage of captured keys, which results to be only slightly above the performance of the benchmark centralized
approach (which obtains the best performance due to the omniscient knowledge of the overlay topology of the external trusted
node). Therefore, we conclude that the distributed mitigation techniques provide comparable effectiveness with respect to the
centralized approach, avoiding the introduction of scalability issues of the P2P overlay.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses the impact of the Eclipse attack to Chord-based structured peer-to-peer overlays, proposing a detection
technique to individuate its presence and a set of countermeasures to mitigate its effects. The attack detection can be
independently performed by each node by relying exclusively on passively monitored classification features, which are given as
input to a C4.5 classifier. In case an ongoing attack is individuated, the classification output triggers the defense mechanisms,
which operate on two different phases of the protocol: the construction procedure of the nodes’ finger table and successor
list and the message forwarding during the key lookup routine. For the former phase, we propose both a centralized and a
distributed defense approach, the second being declined in an interactive and non interactive variant, while the countermeasure
operating during the message forwarding phase can be non-interactively performed by each peer. Numerical results show the
effectiveness of the proposed identification and mitigation algorithms.
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